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Positioning Sling

Ventilated Material
Our reusable ventilated slings are made 
of a breathable, plyable, material that has 
moisture-wicking properties.  The unique 
material facilitates air flow making these 
slings ideal for critical care units as they can 
be placed behind the patient like a sheet for 
sudden and often unpredictable repositioning 
requirements.  These slings easily fit most 
hospital beds and the material does not 
promote skin breakdown allowing the sling to 
remain behind the patient for short periods of 
time.

Single Patient Use
Our single patient use slings offer the 
convenient option of disposal after use with 

the added benefit of hygiene control.  Made 
of a durable Polyester/Cotton blend, these 
slings can be used by the patient for multiple 
lifts before disposal.  Our single patient use 
slings have a weight capacity of 318kg/700lb.  

Easy Care and Easy Fit
Our slings are manufactured to the highest 
quality standards.  They feature eight 
reinforced straps (6 body/2 head) and high 
strength nylon webbing around the sling to 
make them strong enough to resist even the 
most active use.  The straps are positioned 
to ensure optimal comfort and safety to the 
patient.

Our positioning slings are available in reusable or single patient 
use models and are designed to assist a caregiver to safely and 
securely perform safe patient handling during sudden or intended 
positioning/repositioning, turning and lateral transfer with a 
patient in the supine position.

Ventilated
Bariatric Model

SPU Option
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Ventilated Polyester
Maximum airflow and 
breathability.  Can be 
left behind patient like a 
sheet.

Polyester/Cotton
Single patient use.  

Care - Reusable Slings
Care instructions located 
on sling label.  Use a 
hospital grade laundry 
bag while laundering.  

Extension Loops
Used to extend lift straps 
in order to alter lifting 
position or to hold leg 
parts together.  Assorted 
lengths. Part no.:21180-*

Hanger Bar for 4-point 
Suspension
70800 (4-Point - for HeliQ 
or HeliQ PT)

Hanger Bar for 4-point 
Suspension
55619 (4-Point - Attach 
to leg hook on Altair/
Roomer S)

Use to/from a bed
Suitable for transfers and 
repositioning to and from 
a bed. Can be left behind 
patient for short period 
of time.

Use to/from a chair
Suitable for transfers and 
repositioning to and from 
a chair. Can be left behind 
patient for short period 
of time.

Single Patient Use Model
Dispose after use.  
Intended for short term 
use by a single patient.

Part Number Size Colour Weight 
Capacity

A B

Reusable 
Polyester, Ventilated

NSB-401-ST One Size 454kg/1000lb 107cm / 42.1” 198cm / 78” 

NSB-410-ST-L Large 454kg/1000lb 132cm / 52” 208cm / 81.9”

NSB-410-ST-XL Extra Large 454kg/1000lb 147cm / 57.9” 208cm / 81.9”

Single Patient Use
Polyester/Cotton

NSB-451-U
NSB-451-A

One Size 318kg/700lb 105cm / 41.3” 168cm / 66.1”

Accessories

Technical Specifications

B

Lifting Situations Care and Features

ONE
SIZE

ONE
SIZE

A

* Available in assorted lengths: 10cm/3.9” (21180-10), 15cm/5.9” (21180-15), 20cm/7.8” (21180-20), 25cm/9.8” 
(21180-25), 35cm/13.7” (21180-35)
1 Only available in the United States
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